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• Remarkable in both breadth and depth of coverage

The LHC circa 2014

• Higgs mass: a new precision parameter of SM
• Spin-0 is favored, and it is a CP-even state

Underlying identity of the Higgs is slowly 
revealed
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Without NNLO predictions, wouldn’t have even 
realized we were probing the SM Higgs at the 
Tevatron!

Role of theory

           Harlander 
First three years of the LHC, Mainz, 2013

Higgs predictions receive famously large 
perturbative corrections

Harlander, Kilgore; Anastasiou, Melnikov; 

Ravindran, Smith, van Neerven 2002-2003

• Precision SM theory played a crucial role in the hunt for the Higgs boson
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Want to control the SM predictions at least at the 5-10%. Still a chance for BSM 
effects to appear

More precision needed for LHC 
Run II

Carena et al
Gupta et al

Small deviations from SM predictions may be a crucial window into physics beyond the SM
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• Two reasons for the dominance of theory uncertainties in Higgs analyses

Harlander, Kilgore ‘02; Anastasiou, Melnikov 
‘02; Ravindran, Smith van Neerven ‘03

Large fixed-order QCD corrections to 
Higgs production processes

Division into exclusive jet bins introduces large 
logarithms that must be resummed

• Progress on both fronts needed to improve Higgs-signal modeling 
for Run II of the LHC, as well as controlling PDFs and parametric 
uncertainties.

Theory Uncertainties
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Stefano Fo
rte
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•12 presentations, 6 theory talks, and 6 experimental ones
Tuesday:
Stefano Forte:                 “Review of recent deveopements in SM Higgs physics”
Pamela Ferrari:                “Measurement of Higgs decay in Bosonic final states at LHC’’
Anna kropivnitskaya:        “Measurement of  Higgs decay in Fermionic final states at LHC’’
Sven Heinemeyer:            “Review of recent developements in SM Higgs physics’’

Wednesday:
Giampiero Passarino:        “Measuring Higgs width at the LHC via interference effects’’
Kentarou Mawatari:          “Effective theory approach in coupling determination’’
Mykhailo Dalchenko:         “Measurement of the Higgs Boson mass, width and Spin-CP quantum numbers 
                                        at LHC and Tevatron’’
Frank Tackmann:               “Combining resummed Higgs predictions across jet bins’’

Thursday:
Sara Valentinetti:              “Test of the Higgs Boson couplings with LHC and Tevatron data’’
Franz Herzog:                 “Higgs production in gluon fusion at N3LO’’
Hugh Skottowe:              “Measurement of SM Higgs differential cross-sections at LHC’’
Stefano Casasso:             “Search for rare and BSM Higgs decays’’ 

What we have covered in the Higgs WG 

Can only show some highlights in this 15min talk
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  N3LO results for the inclusive 
cross section: approximate results
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eikonal emission of soft gluons collinear emission of gluons

NLO in EFT:

z = mH2/(x1x2 s)

• Up to now we only had an approximate 
  N3LO result. It did strongly motivate an
  exact calculation of this contribution  

10% corrections for mu = mH/2

 Ball et al, 2013
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Soft+Virtual exact N3LO results 
for the inclusive cross section
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Soft+Virtual exact N3LO results 
for the inclusive cross section
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The jet veto in the WW channel

• Required in WW channel due 
to background composition
• 25-30 GeV jet cut used; 
restriction of radiation leads to 
large logs

• Theory uncertainty 
becoming a limiting 
systematic in the 0-jet 
and 1-jet bins

ATLAS
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Why are jet vetoes dangerous?

• Illustrate with simple example of e+e-→jets

• Infrared safety: must sum both virtual and real corrections

Virtual corrections: -1/εIR2

︷
Real corrections: 1/εIR2-a×ln2(Q/pT,cut)

• Incomplete cancellation of IR divergences in presence of final state restrictions 
gives large logarithms of restricted kinematic variable

• Relevant log term for gluon-fusion Higgs searches: 6(αS/π)ln2(MH/pT,veto)~1/2 

  ⇒ potentially a large correction

︷
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Anna Kropivintskaya

We now have evidence of direct Higgs couplings to tau, bottom and top. Will be an area to 
watch in LHC run II to check if the couplings are SM-like 
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Pamela F
errar

i

Theory uncertainty is becoming a limiting factor for this analysis
               Need to improve the theory prediction.
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Mykhailo Dalch
enko See also Passarino’s talk for a detailed theory 

discussion of this topic
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Invisible Higgs decays

• Motivated in dark matter models

• Invisible decays are being probed in various final states:
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• The discovery of the Higgs gives a place to focus attention during LHC Run II

• Two ways to proceed: 

   - study the obvious things extremely carefully (WW, ZZ, γγ), 
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• The discovery of the Higgs gives a place to focus attention during Run II

• Two ways to proceed: 

   - study the obvious things extremely carefully (WW, ZZ, γγ), 

   - or look for non-obvious (and probably rare) production/decay processes.

      They can offer clean measurements of the Higgs couplings, and can

      be very sensitive to new physics  (see Forte’s talk for some examples) 
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Still have questions about the future...?
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A big thank you to all the organizers for this great conference!
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